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1
Import Video
Using the ‘Video’ tab ‘Import’ the
video you want to analyse. Your
video may not have the correct
orientation. If so filters are
provided to rotate it: click on:
Video; Import; Filter; New; Rotate
and then select the appropriate
option as shown below to get the
preferred orientation.

2
Check Clip Settings
Some frames may be missed in the import
process. Tracker automatically calculates
the frame rate. However this may not
correspond with the recording rate. Click
on the ‘Clip Settings’ icon and adjust the
frame rate to the actual recording rate,.:
60.0/s (60 fps).
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3
Length Calibration
Select the Calibration tool. Use the
‘New’ option to create a ‘Calibation
Stick’. Stretch the stick and orientate it
to coincide with a reference length in
the frame - here the meter stick.
Next adjust the length tag to
correspond with the actual length, e.g.
1.0 (m) here. We could leave it at the
default value of 100 but then our units
would be in cms.

4
Co-ordinate Axes
Click on the ‘Show/Hide Coord Axes’ icon to display an x-y
axes. Drag the origin to relocate it. In the free-fall
experiment our primary interest is in the ‘y’ coordinate.
Acceleration is in the negative y direction so a choice of
origin near the bottom of the frame is good. The tilt angle
could also be adjusted but our system is reasonably
‘vertical’ here so we leave the axes as they are.
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5
Select start and finish frames.
At the bottom of the frame there is a set of sliders.
The two triangular sliders are used to locate the
start and finish frame for the video clip which is to
be analysed. This will generally be a subset
chosen from the actual video. Advance the ‘Start’
slider until the target just comes into frame. The
pentagon shaped slider moves with it. Next drag
the ‘Finish’ slider from the end of the video
towards the Start slider. Stop just before the target
just goes out of frame.
Before proceeding, return the pentagon slider to
the ‘Start’ frame as shown in the third picture of
the sequence.

6
Create Track Mass
Click on the ‘Track’ tab and select
‘New’ and ‘Point Mass’. The track
control window appears labeled
‘mass A’. Click on it to change its
properties. Change the name to
reflect the object being tracked here Tennis Ball’. You are now
ready to start tracking.
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7
Manual Tracking
On the first frame, locate the cursor over the centre of the tennis
ball and while holding down the shift key, click on it. Tracker marks
the location with a red diamond and labels the point ‘0’. Continue
to hold down the shift key. Tracker moves on to the next frame
while logging the location of the ball in the table and graph to the
right of the display. Again locate the cursor over the centre of the
ball until all frames have been marked.
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8 Tabulation and Graphing
Click on the ‘Table’ tab on the top right of
the table window. Uncheck the ‘x’ box,
leave the ‘y’ box ticked and tick the ‘vy’
box so that Tracker calculates the y
velocity. Leave all other boxes unticked
(including ay’!
The plot may look a little jagged but there
is better to come.

9 Graphing and Analysis
We now want to plot vy versus t. Tracker makes
this easy. Right click on the Table area of the
Display. Select the ‘Analyze’ option. A new
window opens showing colour coded columns
and plots. Click on the vy column in the table
and drag it into the green space replacing y.
Get rid of the y versus t plot by unticking the
boxes above the y column. This leaves only the
velocity plot. Click on the ‘Analyze’ tab on the
graph and select ‘Curve Fit’. Tracker will fit the
‘best fir’ straight line to the data, calculate the
slope and intercept and display these below the
plot.
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10 Wrap Up
The ‘Autoscale’ feature of Tracker expands the axes to reflect the maximum and
minimum limits of the data. We can turn the autoscale off by clicking on an axis,
unticking the Autoscale Boxes and inserting more appropriate values. Generally this will
improve the look of the plot. Finally, save the session using the File; Export Tracker Zip
file option. This is the easiest way of saving the entire project. Tracker can open the Zip
file directly when needed..
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11 Using Autotracker
Tracker has an excellent autotracking option.
Instead of the manual tracking detailed in step
7, click on the object window properties dialog
and tick Autotracking. The Autotracking window
appears. Using the first frame, Ctrl, Shift, Click
on the object to be tracked. Expand both the
object box (dotted rectangle) and the target ring
to ‘capture’ the object. The Autotracking window
will display the target and match.
When satisfied with the match. Click ‘Search’ on
the autotracking window and Tracker does all
the work for you: marks the target in each frame
logging the coordinates. Once the data has
been captured, proceed with graphing and
alanysis as before.
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Notes:
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